Fracture of a GlideScope® Cobalt GVL® Stat disposable blade during an emergency intubation.
Emergency airway management is a diverse discipline, often utilizing advanced equipment with video technology to enable the intubator to visualize a patient's vocal cords that would be difficult or impossible to see with routine direct laryngoscopy. The GlideScope® Cobalt (Saturn Biomedical Systems, Inc., Burnaby, BC, Canada) is one type of video laryngoscope with disposable plastic GVL® Stat blades (Saturn Biomedical Systems) that can improve glottic view over direct laryngoscopy. It also benefits from rapid turnaround time and few infection control issues due to its disposable blade. To report what we believe to be the first GlideScope® blade failure to be reported in the medical literature. The circumstances surrounding the blade failure may raise awareness of GVL® Stat usage in obese patients with limited mouth opening. During a standard emergency intubation, insertion of the GVL® Stat into the patient's mouth resulted in breakage of the distal segment of the blade. The patient was severely obese and had limited mouth opening, which required the blade to be inserted obliquely, rather than in the midline, into the patient's mouth. As the handle was repositioned back to midline, the distal segment of the blade broke off. No excessive force was used during blade repositioning when breakage occurred. Twisting forces on the distal flat segment of the GVL® Stat may have caused its failure. Because this was only a single occurrence of breakage, it is not clear if design issues or atypical insertion of the blade was responsible for breakage. Care must be exercised when midline insertion is not possible, which can occur in obese patients with limited mouth opening.